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As chairman of the appellate and constitutional law practice at Gibson Dunn & Crutcher, Thomas
Hungar is accustomed to analyzing high court opinions. An amicus brief he wrote on behalf of six
law professors in Courtney v, Danner let him delve into Reconstruction-era history.

“My son is a history buff,” said Hungar, who has argued 25 times before the US. Supreme Court.
“I’m planning to send him our brief in this case, which is not the case for the vast majority of what I
work on.”

Danner is about the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment’s privileges or immunities clause,
which many historians say was intended to give broad rights to former slaves. But just a few years
after Congress adopted the clause, the Supreme Court, in the Slaughter-House Cases, rendered
it all but meaningless. Courts now use other parts of the Fourteenth Amendment to recognize civil
rights.

Slaughter-House did list a handful of rights that the clause still protects, including “the right to use
the navigable waters of the United States.” But in Danner, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit threatened even that activity, Hungar argues. The court found in December that the clause
allowed James and Clifford Courtney to “navigate” the 55-mile Lake Chelan in Washington, but not
to operate a commercial ferry there.

Washington requires that ferries on Lake Chelan be certified, but the state has only granted that
status to one company. The Courtneys, who own tourism businesses in the area, sued to run a ferry
there. The Ninth Circuit dismissed the case, reasoning that the pair’s argument was driven by
economic concerns that the privileges or immunities clause does not cover.

The Institute for Justice, a libertarian legal group in Arlington, Va., found this reading too narrow
and is asking the court to consider the Courtneys’ case. The justices have asked the government
to respond to the cert petition by April 25.

Hungar’s amicus brief argues that the court should take the case because it presents the chance to
start correcting misinterpretations of the privileges or immunities clause.
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“Amid teach that history matters; that without history, law becomes inscrutable and lacks normative
substance; and that courts cannot shape the values embodied in law into a shared narrative
withouta properunderstanding of the origins of the legal provisions theyapply,” Hungarwrote.

The professors on the brief are Randy Barnett of Georgetown University Law Center; Josh
Blackman of South Texas College of Law; James Ely Jr., of Vanderbilt Law School; Richard
Epstein of New York University School of Law; Christopher Green of the University of Mississippi
School of Law; and llya Somin of George Mason University School of Law.

The clause in question prevents states from making laws that “abridge the privileges or immunities
of citizens of the United States.” Hungar points to congressional transcripts, scholarly writing and
historical context to show that this language protects broad natural rights, including economic
activities.

He argues that Congress drafted the clause as an antidote to “Black Codes,” which southern
states enacted after the Civil War to strip rights from freed slaves. These laws restricted black
people from such activities as purchasing land, contracting for higher wages, or hunting and
fishing.

But a five-to-four court in 1873’s Slaughter-House refused to recognize the clause’s new
protections, and, instead, ceded to the public’s growing view that Klan violence and state
opposition made civil-rights enforcement “unappealing,” the brief argues.

The beef in Slaughter-House was over a Louisiana law that let New Orleans centralize all
slaughterhouses into one facility. When butchers challenged that policy, the court found that the
clause affects a handful of federal rights only and does not limit state police powers over
individuals.

To many historians, the ruling all but slaughtered the original intent of the clause. But the opinion’s
legacy became important. Courts used it to institutionalize segregation, said Robert Johnson, a
Gibson Dunn associate who worked on the brief.

Hungar is not asking to overrule Slaughter-House. Instead, he wants the justices to affirm that
courts should interpret the clause using “a correct understanding of the circumstances of its
adoption.”

“The privileges or immunities clause emerged from a generation of struggle; it codified a theory of
national citizenship in order to ensure that the rights gained through the bloodshed of war would not
be infringed by future generations,” Hungar wrote. “That intention should not be allowed to recede
to a historical footnote.”

Jamie Schuman is a freelance witer and graduate of The George Washington University Law
School.
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